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BOCKS AND ATLASES - T. Garfield, University. of Leicester .. 
********** 

"ll Descriptive Atlas of the Pacific Islands" by T.F. Kennedy. A.H.Reed; 
Wellington,. N,Z. Price 16/-

For a long time there has been a gap in the readily available 
informati.on·on'the Pacific Islands as a whole and this small atlas 
helps 'to:'•fill this wi;tb. 62 maps' c'overing vari~~-··aspects of 
Austz:'alia·, New Zealand, .. Polynesia, Melanesia, 'Mi·c.ronesia and the. 
Phi~ppines. · · · · 

The author is an ins..v.ecto:t of island schools·and·has designed the 
atlas for use in schools in the"Pacific Islunds and surrounding 
areas, but· this should not detract from its usefulness to all 
geographers and.map.~ibraries. 

A series of gen~ra], ·-maps _g;t vds information on climat~logy, population 
distribution, ethtrl.c bol:lndaries, communications, etc. · · · 

Detailed maps cover all·of the islands with descriptive notes of 
Size and Physical Nature; Climate and Vegetation, Population, Land 
Use, Industry and Exports, Tot'ins, Comml!lnications and Special Features 
of each. This format enables comparisons to be easily made; the 
statistical information·is the latest available. · 

As ~artograp~c ill~strat on~he m~ps shouid be of speciai interest 
to u.S. They_ are very_ well produced and in general are a fine example 
of clarity whilst working. within the 'limitations of.black and white 
illustration. In some places the hill shading, shown as a bl~ck · 
stipple, does make it difficult to distinguish superimposed lettering. 
Looking at this particular point and.also other instances where similar 
problems occur, it raises the quesi:ion - "Can you be expected, on this 
type of m.ap, to produce ea.sily legible 'black on black' lettering and 
lines'withou-f 'breaking• the immediately surrounding detail'?" 

An'index of approximately 40d names compietes the Atlas, which is 
extremely good value at 16/- ·. 

. . .. ~ . 

In the same style and from the same publisher is the "Atlas of New 
Zealand Geography" by G.J.R.' Linge and R.M. Fraser; again, well 
worth ha_ving at 8/6. 

********** 



"The Practical Geographer" (2nd edition), R.S, Coggins a:fld 
R.K. Hefford. Longmans (Australia) 30/-. 

The complete understanding of geography needs some knowl~dge of 
those field and practical activities which are connectedwith the 
subject. This book provides an insight into many cif these 
aqtivities. 

The 'f~ndamen~a~ principles of map projections' and ·~~ements of 
a map' lead~:) on to the basi9 requiJ>em.e:PtiS of surveyi~ te'chniques 
to prod~ce a ~Simple map. 'Drawing a map' comprises only four pages; 
but even in such a short space there are one or two salient points 
which should always be remembered. A fourteen page coverage of 'f.he 
Repres~ntation of ~ta' gives 1ucid explanations of dist:rib~tion 
m.aps, gr~ph!S anCl. statistic13l di~gram1:3. 

R~presentation of r~lief and various el[ercises arising from this are 
clearly described (two excel1ent anaglypha; with coloured glasseiS, 
are included in this s~ction). ~he e;hort descriptions of 'Topographic 
Sketching', 1Form ... line ~Jtetching' an.d 'Feature Contqur:i.ng' are of 
partic~1ar in.terest. A long sectinn is devoted to Local St~~ies, to 
the various elementiS 13ttached to successful field work 13PCl the m.~thods 
of recor~ng qata in.th~ fie1d; qse of aerial photographs, land use and 
q!bap surveys are 13ll incl~deCl.. T~e final. chapter consists of 'The 
Readipg and ~:Pterpretation of Wonographical Maps' with !Special 
referen.ce to Australil3n. maps and seven extracts from the m.aps of the 
Australian. Military Survey, Though possip1y a littl.e expe~ive, the 
book nas 118 pages and is bound in. a soft linen cover, the format being 
larger than usual. It is primarily produc~Cl. for t:rai~n.g coll.~ge 
students, but w0~d Provid~ ~seful bacl,tgrou:pq material for j~i0rs wor~ing 
in a Geography Prawing·Office~ · 

••••••••••• 
"What's in that Soil Map?" 
Soil Survey Division., University of Wisconsin, Madison 6, U,~,A· 
In the sho:rt compasiS of fifte.en pages; this book1e.t provides a concise 
description of the intricacies of soil maps 13nq soi1 m.appin.g, After 
the work of the soil sq:rveyor comes a step-by-.step account of how the 
final map is built up and the meanillg qf the various symbols and figures. 
A number of wel.l-drawn maps, cross sections and block diagrams make the 
text more easily understood. Finally there is a short section for field 
enthusiastf! entitled "How to·make your own soil maps"• 

This publication refers to American soil maps but the principles 
involved are much the same everywhere and here they are clearly enough 
defined to be of use to the layman, 

*********** 
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"The Map,· Stepping Stone of Our Civilisation" 
Provincial's Poper Volume 32, No .1 , 1967 .• 
Provincial Paper Limited, 388 University .r~venue, 
Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada. 

Provincial's Paper is published for educational purposes for the 
Canadian printing and advertising industries; this issue, by author 
Bill Dalgleish, focusses attention on the story of 11The Map". It 
discusses the beginnings of cartography, the importance of maps.and the 
controversial Vinle.nd map. Throughout this sixteen-page (11 11 x 8i") 
booklet particular reference is made to the exploration of Canada and 
the r:aps produced by the early explorers; pointing out that at one 
time or another the entire his~ory of the North'American continent has 
revolved or evolved round a mere piece of paper - the map. As one 
might expect from a paper firm, this booklet is produced to a very 
high standard; the many reproductions of old maps are excellent. Well 
worth reading. · 

"TheMap, Stepping Stone of OUr Civilisation" pays particular 
attention to the· explorers and the early maps of Canada; an article 
by Isabell Jost in the current issue of the Canadian Geographical 
Journal covers the "Territorial Evolution of Canada", with, in adc,ition, 
a loose map supplement. This 22 11 x 28u sheet shows very clearly the 
various stages of the Territorial Evolution .of Canada in 23 different 
maps. ·A sheet produced to the usual high standards of the Surveys and 
Mapping Branch, Ottawa. (The same material in a different format will 
be ~resented· in a new ~tlas of Canada to be published in ~968) • 

. Canadian Geographical JoUrnal, October 1967, Vol. LXXV, No.4. 
Map .available fromMap Distribution Office, Department of Energy, 
Mines and Resources, Ottawa, Canada. 

************* 

"The Military Survey of Scotland 1747-1755" by R.A. Skelton. 
·The. Royal· Scottish Geograph~cal. society·,· special Phblic!3.ticn: No.1 
Price 6/-: 
Following the '45 remellion in the Highlands of Scotland and the 
suppression of this in 1746 it was decided under the mili t.ary 
occupation that the country should be thoroughly explored and opened· 
up by the establishment of military posts ~n the interior and by 
carrying communications to its remotest parts. Complying with this 
policy the mapping of the. Scottish Highlands and then the.Lowlands 
was carried out between 1747 ·and 1755. . 

The Military Survey of Scotland is singular amongst such surveys 
because ·of its completeness; it covers the whole mainland (apart 
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from the islands) at a scale of 1 11 to 1000 y::1rds, giving a unique picture 
of the entire country over a relatively short span of time. 

This twelve-page booklet describes the history of the project, the way 
it was carried out and the persons involved (notably William Roy). 
Additional to the text are some excellent reproductions of various 
maps and in particular a coloured portion of the detail of the Creiff 
area which plainly shows the high quality of the original cartography. 
Mr. Skelton's paper should be essential reading for everyone interested 
in the history of mapping in the British Isles. 

"Antique Maps" by P.J. Radford. 
P.J. Radford, Denmead, Portsmouth, 20/-

The author, a dealer in antique maps and prints, published this book 
in 1965 to make available to reople interested in old maps a simple 
and well-illustrated guide to the subject at a reasonable price. 

There is a very interesting section on the colouring of old maps and 
quotations from a book of 1800 give full details of the production of 
the colours, the use of the different colours and methods of· application. 
Some short notes on how to differentiate betwer·n originals and modern 
reproductions and about the problems of framing are also included. 
The makers of printed maps are listed in the a:r:rroximate chr.onological 
order of their principal productio'lG with brief notes on other, not so 
famous, map makers; these are followed by small sections on Sea Charts 
and Town Plans. The index lists some 134 map makers, making it a more 
than useful reference book. 34 maps supplement the text, illustrating 
the principal features of the better known or unusual cartographers; 
although in monochrome these illustrations are clear and well produced. 
Printed on good quality maper, this 46 page (Si" x ?i" size) pook is vJell 
worth reading; it contains a lot of information, in particular abcut 
English car-tographers. 

T. Garfie1d 

...... • ................................................................... . 
"The New Museum" - Architecture and Display" by Michael Brawne 1965 
£5. 5s. O. 
This book conducts readers on a world-wide tour of outstanding museums 
and is amply illustrated by black and white photographs • .Anyuniversity 
cartographers who are involved with display work in geography departments 
will find interest in the last section of the book which gives information 
on display techniques using walls, panels, cases and supports for exhibits. 
It also discusses such :problems as· the field. of vision of the standing 
observer, climate control, lighting and storage. 

·E.ll.. Lowcock 
•••••o•o••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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CARTACTUAL Vol. 3, Nos 10 and 11 
11Cartactual11 is a unique publication which, in its quarterly issues, 
provides invaluable information in English, French and German for the 
cartographic office, geography department and map curator pn such theme§ 
boundary changes, foundation of new settlem~nts, transport changes, new 
industries and so on. Information regarding such changes is collectad 
from an international series of correspondents by "Cartactual" in 
Budapest and .. issued in map form. Each quarterly issue contains twelve 
pages·of maps printed in two colours, black and a reddish-brown, and the 
maps themselves are well arawn and printed and present their information 
with admirable clarity. 

Issue No.10 contains information on the Railway Network of Northern 
England and Scotland ~th particulars of electrific~tion; several small 
maps showing new railways in the Soviet Union; Associated States t.,ri th 
Great Britain in the West Indies; Airways of Panama; New Motorways in 
Belgium; new railways in Czechoslovakia; Road Tunnels between France 
and Italy; German Oil Refineries; Distribution of Natural Gas in the 
Netherlands; Oil and Gas Pipelines in the Soviet Union and in Israel; 
Population of Towns in Japan; Population of Towns in Turkey; Boundary 
changes in the Soviet Union; the Indo-Bhutan Highway; the new Seaport 
of Ashdod in Israel; the North Crimean Canal; New Reservoirs in the Soviet 
Union; Power Plr .• nts and Transmission Systems in the United States. 

The current issue, No.11, also contains a varied set of maps conveying 
valuable information. Administrative divisions of Haiti; Administrative 
divisions of Kinshasa; the African territories of Portugal; Airways 
of Peru; the railway network of Poland; Motorways of the Netherlands; 
new Railway line in Western Australia; new ~ailways in Portugal and the 
United States; Principal Ports of Sweden; Railways of the European part 
of the Soviet Union; Road Networks of Syria and Ethiopia; u.s.A. 
Interstate Highway System; Power Plants in Sweden; Industrial Plant 
Statistics of Switzerland; Fishing Ports of France; Hydraulic Schemes 
in F.r~ncL and Switzerland; Power Plants and Transmission Systems in Turkey; 
Tourism in Yugoslavia; New names of Peaks in Central Asia; Volcanoes in the 
West Indies; and heights of altitudes in Peru. 

This publication is undoubtedly an indisp<'Jnsable cartographical aid and the 
publishers of "Cartactual" are to be complimented on its contents and 
production. The Editor in Chief is Professor Sander Rado and the Editor is 
Erne Csati. The annual subscription to "Cartactual" is £3. 12. Od. and is 
payable to "Kultura", Budapest 62, P.O.B. 149, Hungary. A valual:ile service 
also provided is that subscribers can receive upon request single themes in 
greater detail even than that provided in the issues of "Cartactual". 

A. Carson Clark • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 



Tel~erg Book Corporation, 
P.O. Box 545, 
Sag Harbour, 
NEW YORK, U.S.A. 11963 
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M.AP SERVICE:s 
******** 

This .tmerican firm, which seals in maps and books relating to 
Geography and allied sciences, has just started a 1M/i.P DEPOSITORY 1 

at the above address. Here a large. variety of maps will be kept 
permanently in stock. Telberg specialise in mainly geological 
maps, but also list a lot of other thematic material (ethnic~ minerals, 
etc.). 

Their maps tend to be rat~ expensive, ~ut the firm provides a good 
service. Telberg list a let of items not easily obtainable elsewhere 
and also a large variety of Russian publications (translations for some 
of these are rrepared in their own offices). Their 1968Permanent 
Stock 'Map De~ository Catalogue' (List 520) is n:ow available; other 
lists of maps and books are sent regularly up;m request from their 
address at 544 Sixth Avenue, New York 10011. 

T. Garfield 

.. 


